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Abstract 1 

 2 

Bias adjustment of numerical climate model simulations involves several technical and epistemological 3 

arguments wherein the notion of physical inconsistency is often referred to, either for rejecting the 4 

legitimacy of bias adjustment in general or for justifying the necessity of sophisticated multivariate 5 

techniques. However, this notion is often mishandled, in part because the literature generally proceeds 6 

without defining it. In this context, the central objective of this study is to clarify and illustrate the 7 

distinction between physical inconsistency and multivariate bias, by investigating the effect of bias 8 

adjustment on two different kinds of inter-variable relationships, namely a physical constraint expected 9 

to hold at every step of a time series and statistical properties that emerge with potential bias over a 10 

climatic time scale. The study involves the application of 18 alternative bias adjustment techniques on 11 

10 climate simulations and over 12 sites across North America. Adjusted variables are temperature, 12 

pressure, relative humidity and specific humidity, linked by a thermodynamic constraint. The analysis 13 

suggests on the one hand that a clear instance of potential physical inconsistency can be avoided with 14 

either a univariate or a multivariate technique, if and only if the bias adjustment strategy explicitly 15 

considers the physical constraint to be preserved. On the other hand, it also suggests that sophisticated 16 

multivariate techniques alone aren’t complete adjustment strategies in presence of a physical constraint, 17 

as they cannot replace its explicit consideration. As a supplementary objective, this study relates common 18 

optional adjustment procedures with likely effects on diverse basic statistical properties, as an effort to 19 

guide climate information users in the determination of adequate bias adjustment strategies for their 20 

research purposes. 21 

  22 
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1. Introduction 23 

 24 

Supply and demand for climate information have been continuous and arguably growing for decades 25 

(Hecht 1984; Lourenço et al., 2016; Lugen 2020; Findlater et al., 2021). In this sector of activity, 26 

simulations from physics-based global and regional climate models (GCMs and RCMs) play an 27 

important role, models being generally viewed as the best source for plausible values of future change in 28 

key climate variables (Flato et al., 2013). Yet, simulated statistical properties such as averages, extreme 29 

values and inter-variable correlations often show differences relative to observation-based reference 30 

products over the recent past. Therefore, it is often necessary to adjust simulations before using them, for 31 

example in impact models or for estimating plausible evolutions in threshold-dependent climate indices 32 

(Maraun et al., 2017; Lanzante et al. 2018; Zscheischler et al., 2019; Martins et al., 2021). 33 

 34 

There exist at least four potential sources for reference-simulation statistical differences, which are not 35 

easy to disentangle and whose relative roles are context-dependent: 1) mismatch in spatial 36 

representativeness (scale, grid location and/or altitude); 2) imperfections in climate models’ physics 37 

formulation; 3) imperfections in reference products; and 4) non-synchronicity between real and simulated 38 

natural fluctuations over long time scales (e.g., Addor and Fischer, 2015; Chen et al., 2016; Diaconescu 39 

et al., 2017; Kotlarski et al., 2019). In operational climate services, the third and fourth sources are often 40 

found or assumed to play lesser roles, and differences are often managed by means of a single joint 41 

statistical technique addressing simultaneously scale mismatch as well as biases stemming from GCMs’ 42 

and RCMs’ imperfect physics (e.g., Wilcke et al., 2013; Gennaretti et al., 2015; Lehtonen et al., 2016). 43 

In such cases (and in this study), expressions like ‘bias adjustment’ and ‘bias correction’ are thus 44 

convenient misnomers, as the involved technique is in fact dealing with more than the sole bias problem. 45 

It must also be emphasized that the bias problem is a priori potential, as there exist contexts (i.e., specific 46 

simulation, location, variable and statistical property) where reference and raw simulated time series 47 

match relatively well (for a mixture of right and wrong reasons). In such contexts, a suitable adjustment 48 

technique is expected to leave raw data essentially untouched (adding ~ 0 or multiplying by ~ 1). 49 

 50 

A distinct problem involved in the use of climate simulations is the risk of generating physical 51 

inconsistency (PI) through the adjustment technique. Here the concept is used in the sense of internal or 52 

external inconsistency, occurring when a theory, a model or a description is self-contradictory or 53 
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contradicts theories in neighbor fields, in line with how it is used in traditional philosophy of science 54 

(e.g., Kuhn 1977; Laudan, 1984; Steel 2010). In the context of climate simulation bias adjustment, one 55 

illustrative example would be the breaking of the thermodynamic relationship between temperature (T), 56 

pressure (P), specific humidity (q) and relative humidity (RH). This specific relationship has already 57 

been used to illustrate how PI may be generated by a typical univariate bias adjustment algorithm 58 

(Grenier, 2018), and the present study extends the methodology notably to multivariate algorithms. The 59 

nomenclature of Grenier (2018) refers to PI of type 1 when an out-of-range value is attributed to an 60 

individual variable (hence contradicting the very meaning of the variable), and to PI of type 2 when 61 

several variables have values collectively contradicting their meanings or contradicting a well-62 

credentialed element of physics (while each individual value may respect its range).  63 

 64 

Normally, raw simulations are devoid of many potential instances of such inconsistencies, as relevant 65 

physics elements are precisely targeted as building blocks for climate models (Jacobson, 2005; Laprise, 66 

2008; Winsberg 2018; Hewitt et al., 2021), but exceptions linked with numerical artefacts may occur 67 

(Laprise, 2008; Ruosteenoja et al., 2017). Investigating the potential PI problem having in mind the 68 

model-as-a-whole (rather than specific constitutive elements) would be a dead-end, as there would be no 69 

other science to be consistent or inconsistent with. Indeed, physics does not generate numerical climate 70 

models, but rather fundamental principles and relationships that climate modelers select and combine, 71 

along with less principled considerations (discretization schemes, parameterizations, domain 72 

management). Moreover, in the context of bias adjustment it is worth recalling that climate models are 73 

known a priori not to be in isomorphism with the real world (see: Petersen 2000; Parker, 2009; Giere, 74 

2010; Lehnard and Winsberg, 2010), which rules out the argument that so-called model internal 75 

consistency does confer full physical consistency to simulated long-term statistics (this argument is often 76 

used against bias adjustment legitimacy). Current models and simulations are based on physics, but not 77 

holistically consistent with physics. 78 

 79 

Framed this way, the physical inconsistency (PI) problem is distinguished from the bias problem in at 80 

least two important ways. First, PI is identified from individual time steps and grid tiles. For example, PI 81 

instantiated by daily minimal temperature exceeding the maximal daily temperature (Tmin > Tmax) would 82 

be diagnosed for each day separately (Thrasher et al., 2012; Agbazo and Grenier, 2019). In contrast, a 83 

bias concerns statistics (either univariate or multivariate) computed from a large number of time steps. 84 
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Secondly, PI is tied to a particular definition or to a specific element of physics. For example, occurrences 85 

of adjusted RH (with respect to liquid water) substantially exceeding 100 % could be viewed as 86 

physically inconsistent for Earth’s atmosphere, because the aerosol load is known as sufficient to host 87 

condensation whenever supersaturation occurs (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). Current models generally 88 

do not resolve detailed aerosol-water processes, but typical parameterizations of cloud properties 89 

attribute meaningful roles to the 100 % threshold (e.g., Del Genio et al., 1996). In contrast, a 30-year bias 90 

in a RH time series could hardly be linked to any well-identified physics element, as it emerges from the 91 

model-as-a-whole. These distinctions are excluded from several concurrent (and generally implicit) 92 

definitions of the expression ‘physical inconsistency’ in the context of bias adjustment. For example, 93 

some authors implicitly tag this expression (or synonyms) onto any alteration of simulated multivariate 94 

statistical dependencies (e.g., Chen et al., 2016; Sippel et al., 2016; Gómez-Navarro et al., 2018), 95 

whereas, in a rather contrary perspective, others implicitly tag this expression onto simulated gaps 96 

relative to reference multivariate properties (e.g., Vrac and Friederichs, 2015). 97 

 98 

There exists a quasi-continuum of bias adjustment techniques, including complex ones that combine 99 

several more basic mathematical-numerical procedures. Techniques differ notably by the statistical 100 

properties they adjust, by options like attempting (or not) to preserve the simulated long-term trend, and 101 

by how days (or other temporal units) are grouped within the adjustment technique. One popular 102 

procedure is quantile mapping (QM), which adjusts the shape of simulated distributions in a univariate 103 

way (e.g., Lehtonen et al., 2016; Martins et al., 2021). The central idea of this procedure is to build a 104 

transfer function mapping the simulated onto the reference distribution over a calibration period, and 105 

then to apply it on any wanted simulation segment. Many multivariate extensions have been developed 106 

during the last decade, for purposes that also require inter-variable and/or inter-site correlations to be 107 

adjusted (e.g., Su et al., 2020). These can consist of strategic successive conditional applications of 108 

univariate QM (e.g., Piani and Haerter, 2012), or in complementing univariate QM with another 109 

procedure to adjust inter-variable dependences as well, resorting for example to shuffling (e.g., Vrac, 110 

2018), to eigenvector-based geometric transformations (e.g., Hnilica et al., 2017), or to a complex mix 111 

of akin procedures (e.g., Cannon, 2018). Each technique is adequate when the final purpose requires its 112 

specific constitutive procedures to be activated. 113 

 114 
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In this context, the central objective of this study is to clarify and illustrate the distinction between the 115 

bias problem and the physical inconsistency problem, notably by showing that multivariate bias 116 

adjustment procedures do have the potential to break a fixed thermodynamic relationship while adjusting 117 

inter-variable correlations fairly well. To this end, 18 alternative bias adjustment techniques are applied 118 

on 10 daily climate simulations at 12 sites over North America. This offers a wide range of bias 119 

adjustment contexts, with adjustment alternatives obtained by crossing three univariate or multivariate 120 

options with two trend management options and with three temporal grouping options. The 121 

thermodynamic relationship used to illustrate the distinction is the same as in Grenier (2018), namely the 122 

instantaneous constraint linking temperature (T), pressure (P), specific humidity (q) and relative humidity 123 

(RH) for a homogeneous air parcel. Physical inconsistency is monitored following the two types (1 and 124 

2) already mentioned, while monitoring of the statistical effects covers intra-annual cycles, inter-annual 125 

variability, inter-variable correlations, lag-1 auto-correlations and long-term climate change values. 126 

Monitoring these key statistical properties also serves a supplementary objective, namely to help bias 127 

adjustment practitioners judging whether techniques involving certain promoted procedures are adequate 128 

for specific purposes. 129 

 130 

2. Data and methods 131 

 132 

2.1. Data sets 133 

 134 

Because this study essentially extends that of Grenier (2018) (from 1 to 18 bias adjustment techniques, 135 

and now including two multivariate procedures), the same data sets for near-surface temperature (T), 136 

pressure (P), relative humidity (RH) and specific humidity (q) have been used, namely the 1-hourly 137 

Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al., 2010) as the reference product, and an ensemble 138 

of ten 3-hourly simulations from phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison project (CMIP5; Taylor 139 

et al., 2012) as the time series to be adjusted. One of the simulations is dynamically downscaled with the 140 

Canadian Regional Climate Model version 5 (CRCM5; Šeparović et al, 2013). Table 1 contains 141 

identification information for all simulations as well as internal codes for convenient referencing within 142 

this study (e.g., SIM-08). Note that same-model simulations share the same data up to year 2005; 143 

therefore certain results concerning the calibration period are based on the four RCP8.5 simulations only. 144 

Time series from grid tiles including twelve different cities over North America are used, with 145 
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coordinates corresponding to that of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)’s respective 146 

stations (although station data themselves are not used; see Table 2 for more detailed site-related 147 

information). This sites selection includes tropical (Miami), arid (e.g., El Paso), temperate (e.g., 148 

Vancouver) and cold (e.g., Yellowknife) environments (Peel et al., 2007). The bias adjustment calibration 149 

period is 1981-2010, and the application period is 1981-2100. Bias adjustment temporal frequency is 150 

daily, with each day represented by its variables’ values at 12 UTC. Note that all acronym expansions 151 

may be found in Appendix A. 152 

 153 

It is worth mentioning that the selection of CFSR and of the ten simulations does not necessarily meet 154 

operational climate services concerns, such as identifying the best gridded reference product for a given 155 

purpose or adequately covering uncertainty in future climate change. This is justified by the 156 

methodological nature of this study, which focuses notably on showing how promoted multivariate bias 157 

adjustment procedures may act on simulations that are initially consistent regarding one specific 158 

thermodynamic aspect. For such a purpose, it is not necessary that the level of realism of the reference 159 

product be optimal. Moreover, the potential for generalization of the results is sufficiently addressed by 160 

covering a fair variety of climatological situations, in terms of types of climates as well as of simulated 161 

bias structures and future change values. 162 

 163 

2.2. Nomenclature 164 

 165 

For any site, reference time series are referred to as Tcfsr, Pcfsr, RHcfsr and qcfsr, whereas time series from 166 

any of the ten simulations are referred to as Tsim, Psim, RHsim and qsim. At any time step, each of these 167 

time series respects a same thermodynamic constraint between the four variables, which can be 168 

symbolized by the pair of reverse functions f(·) and g(·) (subscript absence denotes a variable in general): 169 

 170 

RH = f(T, P, q)                                                                  (1) 171 

 172 

q = g(T, P, RH)                                                                  (2) 173 

 174 

The function f(·) can be obtained through the following basic thermodynamic equations (Wallace and 175 

Hobbs, 2006): 176 
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 177 

RH ≡ 100 w / wsat                                                               (3) 178 

 179 

w = q / (1 - q)                                                                    (4) 180 

 181 

wsat = 0.622 esat / (P - esat)                                                       (5) 182 

 183 

where w is the mixing ratio, wsat the saturation mixing ratio, and esat the saturation partial pressure of 184 

water vapor. The empirical fit of Sonntag (1990), hereafter referred to by the subscript ‘so90’, has been 185 

chosen to calculate esat from temperature: 186 

 187 

esat(T) = 100 exp(a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + a5)                                               (6a) 188 

a1 = -6096.9385 T-1                                                               (6b) 189 

a2 = 16.635794                                                                      (6c) 190 

a3 = -2.711193 x 10-2 T                                                         (6d) 191 

a4 = 1.673952 x 10-5 T2                                                         (6e) 192 

a5 = 2.433502 ln(T)                                                               (6f) 193 

 194 

where T is in kelvins and esat in pascals. The constraint g(·) is straightforwardly obtained by isolating q 195 

in the system of equations (3) to (5) and using the same empirical fit for esat(T). Because reanalysis or 196 

model outputs (for T, P, RH and q) may possibly not respect this f(·) relationship, due either to the use 197 

of another empirical fit or to a univariate extrapolation to approximate the near-surface variables from 198 

the lowest model level (Ruosteenoja et al., 2017; Grenier, 2018), RH has been recalculated with f(·) for 199 

all situations, and new values exceeding 100% have been capped at this threshold, with corresponding q 200 

values recalculated with g(·). Hence, time series that serve as input to the adjustment techniques are 201 

consistent regarding f(·) or g(·) at each time step, assuming that the involved variables represent 202 

instantaneous and spatially homogeneous quantities. Also, the study assumes RH with respect to liquid 203 

water, even for temperatures below the freezing point. 204 

 205 

Time series directly obtained from the application of any of the 18 bias adjustment techniques (described 206 

in Section 2.3) are referred to as Tba, Pba, RHba and qba. Connections between simulated and adjusted 207 
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quantities are schematized in Figure 1. Among the tested techniques, 6 are univariate and 12 are 208 

multivariate, and the diagram distinguishes these two classes of alternatives by subdividing the ‘ba’ 209 

subscript into ‘uni’ (univariate procedure) and ‘multi’ (joint procedure); the latter subscripts are only 210 

used in Figure 1. After direct bias adjustment, the quantities qso90 and RHso90 are calculated through the 211 

relations 212 

 213 

RHso90 ≡ f(Tba, Pba, qba)                                                                (7) 214 

 215 

qso90 ≡ g(Tba, Pba, RHba)                                                                 (8) 216 

 217 

to meet the methodological objectives presented in Section 2.4. 218 

 219 

2.3. Bias adjustment 220 

 221 

The 18 alternative adjustment techniques are obtained by crossing three options related to dimensionality 222 

(either univariate, shuffling-based bivariate or eigenvector-based quadrivariate) with two options related 223 

to long-term trend management (either free to evolve or tentatively preserved through the isolation of a 224 

regression) and with three options related to temporal grouping of the daily values (either annual, 225 

monthly or resorting to a moving window). Quantile mapping (QM) is a procedure common to all 226 

alternatives, as this corresponds to a univariate step also embedded into the multivariate techniques. The 227 

QM step is performed with additive (by contrast with multiplicative) transfer functions in all cases, as 228 

variables RH and q (bounded by 0 and 1) are transformed into their logit function [of general form: y = 229 

ln(x / (1-x))] prior to bias adjustment, and inversely transformed through the sigmoid function [of general 230 

form: x = 1/(1+exp(-y))] at the end. 231 

 232 

The bias adjustment algorithm is schematized in Figure 2. The first computing step is variable 233 

categorization, whereby a variable is either kept as is if its typical distribution is disconnected from any 234 

physical bounds (like T and P), transformed into its logarithm if lower-bounded at zero while there is no 235 

upper bound (this would be the case for precipitation), transformed into its logit function if it is bounded 236 

within 0 and 1 (like RH and q), or normalized prior to logit transformation if the upper bound is not fixed 237 

(this would be the case for incoming solar radiation). This pragmatic categorization, schematized in 238 
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Figure 3, expands upon an already proposed recourse to the logit transformation (Cannon, 2018), and its 239 

rationale is to prevent occurrence of type 1 (out-of-bound) physical inconsistency for directly adjusted 240 

variables. Next comes the decision for temporal grouping of the days. The ‘annual’ option uses a single 241 

transfer function (FQM) for all days of the time series, the ‘monthly’ option uses for example an FQM 242 

based on 900 days for April (30 days in this month, times 30 calibration years over 1981-2010), and the 243 

‘(moving) window’ option starts for example with a first FQM based on 930 days for January 1st (31 days 244 

from December 17th to January 16th, times 30 calibration years). The next decision in the algorithm is 245 

whether FQM is applied on complete values, hence letting the simulated long-term trend free to evolve as 246 

a consequence of the quantile-dependent character of the bias to adjust (Gobiet et al., 2015), or if there 247 

is rather a trend preservation (TP) attempt, by which a regression is isolated for letting the core of the 248 

algorithm (QM plus optional multivariate procedure) operate on the residuals (Hempel et al., 2013; 249 

Agbazo and Grenier, 2019). The TP procedure resorts to a local regression (Cleveland, 1979). Finally 250 

comes the core of the algorithm, followed by reverse steps such as adding back the regression (if the 251 

trend preservation option was activated) and transforming back the logit function (for RH and q).  252 

 253 

The core of the algorithm corresponds to the dimensionality option, namely to a choice between the 254 

univariate and one of the two multivariate possibilities. The univariate option simply consists of applying 255 

QM on the values selected by prior options (temporal grouping, and either the complete values or the 256 

residuals around the isolated regression). The FQM is defined at 52 nodes (percentiles 0, 1, 3, …, 97, 99 257 

and 100). QM is widely applied in climate studies, under different variants and names, and further details 258 

as well as implications have been described notably by Themel et al. (2012), Wilcke et al. (2013) and 259 

Gennaretti et al. (2015).  260 

 261 

The first multivariate option resorts to the shuffling procedure, used and explained notably by Vrac 262 

(2018). Here univariate QM is first applied on each variable separately, and T is chosen as the master 263 

(unshuffled) variable on which to align each of the other variables (separately, in a bivariate fashion) in 264 

order to obtain the reference inter-variable Spearman correlation coefficients. Shuffling is a time-265 

exchange of individual values within the time series, thus durations of the application and the calibration 266 

periods must be the same. Shuffling-based techniques hence require the application period to be covered 267 

through four successive and subsequently concatenated blocks (1981-2010, 2011-2040, 2041-2070 and 268 

2071-2100). For the window option, implementing the shuffling is conceptually more challenging than 269 
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what was done by Vrac (2018), because a choice has to be made between shuffling all values involved 270 

in the construction of the current FQM (the width of the window is 31 days), or shuffling only the currently 271 

processed day-of-the-year; the latter option was retained, to ensure each simulated day is “reflected” 272 

somewhere in the final adjusted time series. 273 

 274 

The second multivariate option resorts to eigenvectors for geometrically translating, rotating and resizing 275 

altogether the simulated distributions to match the reference ones (in a quadrivariate fashion). This 276 

procedure is described by Hnilica et al. (2017) in the context of a precipitation multi-site application 277 

(here each study site is processed separately). The Matlab® eig(·) function is used, and the problem of 278 

arbitrariness in the eigenvector orientations described by Hnilica et al. (2017) is addressed by computing 279 

all sixteen (24) orientation possibilities and retaining the one for which the sum of the four (univariate) 280 

correlation coefficients between the simulated and the adjusted series was larger. In rare cases, the 281 

retained solution incorporated negative coefficients, which prompted systematic visual inspection of the 282 

results. The procedure is followed by a QM procedure, as visual inspection showed that such guardrail 283 

can rectify univariate results that are otherwise unstable, again in rare cases. 284 

 285 

Hereinafter, the labels ‘QM-only’, ‘QM-shuf’ and ‘eig-QM’ will refer respectively to the six univariate, 286 

the six shuffling-based and the six eigenvector-based techniques, either in general or for a specific 287 

alternative if the auxiliary options are also specified. Each technique corresponds to a row in Table 3, 288 

which is discussed in Section 4 as a synthesis of the results. 289 

 290 

2.4. Overarching methodology 291 

 292 

a. Physical inconsistency 293 

 294 

To investigate whether a bias adjustment technique does cause inter-variable physical inconsistency (PI), 295 

qso90 is compared with qba (see Figure 1). Because qso90 is a quantity defined to be consistent with Tba, Pba 296 

and RHba, any discrepancy between qso90 and qba would indicate a breaking of the clear instance of inter-297 

variable thermodynamic consistency expressed by f(·) or g(·). As PI is assessed at individual time steps, 298 

there is, for each adjustment alternative, each simulation and each study site, a total of 43,800 test 299 

occasions (120 years for the application period x 365 days per year). Related results will tell whether this 300 
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specific instance of thermodynamic consistency survives bias adjustment, when the adjustment strategy 301 

does not explicitly prescribe it. 302 

 303 

It will also be investigated whether RHso90 can exceed 100 %. The directly adjusted quantity RHba cannot 304 

exceed this threshold because of the logit transformation, but there is no such guarantee for RHso90. 305 

Related results could give insight, in case bias adjustment is shown not to preserve thermodynamic 306 

consistency, about whether it is RH or q that should be explicitly calculated from the three other directly 307 

adjusted variables, in order to respect f(·) and g(·). 308 

 309 

b. Statistical properties 310 

 311 

The bias problem relates to long-term statistics, either univariate or multivariate, and the point of 312 

rendering an algorithm multivariate is to adjust inter-variable statistical dependencies. When the various 313 

mathematical-numerical procedures promoted in the scientific literature to achieve this specific objective 314 

(e.g., Piani and Haerter, 2012; Hnilica et al., 2017; Vrac, 2018, Cannon, 2018) are used in conjunction 315 

with auxiliary procedures (e.g., trend preservation, moving window, logit transformation, multiscale 316 

adjustment), a slight undoing of the work of first-acting procedures can occur, hence rendering the final 317 

effect on several relevant statistical properties not always obvious a priori. Therefore, the following 318 

properties (with related test metrics) are systematically monitored: annual cycle (through visual 319 

inspection); inter-annual variability (with 30-yr standard deviations of intra-month averages); inter-320 

variable correlation (with 30-yr averages of intra-month Spearman rank coefficients); lag-1 auto-321 

correlation (with 30-yr averages of intra-month Spearman rank coefficients); and climate change values 322 

(with so-called Δ, from 1981-2010 to 2071-2100). 323 

 324 

3. Results and analysis 325 

 326 

3.1. Physical inconsistency   327 

 328 

The effect of bias adjustment on inter-variable physical consistency is investigated by comparing qba (the 329 

q value directly obtained with adjustment) and qso90 (the q value it takes to be consistent with Tba, Pba and 330 

RHba). Results for one study site (Montreal) are presented in Figure 4, for all dimensionality options 331 
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(‘QM-only’, ‘QM-shuf’ or ‘eig-QM’) crossed with all grouping options (‘annual’, ’monthly’ or 332 

‘window’); trend preservation (TP) is activated for all panels (deactivating it led to similar results). Each 333 

individual time step from each simulation provides a count, for a sum of 438,000 counts per panel. 334 

Results show noticeable discrepancies from the 1:1 ratio line for all techniques, hence indicating a 335 

breaking of the inter-variable thermodynamic consistency expressed by f(·) or g(·). Some techniques 336 

show lower RMSE (between qba  and qso90) than the others, but it is clear that procedures developed for 337 

adjusting 30-year inter-variable dependencies are not made to preserve thermodynamic consistency at 338 

specific time steps. The relationship f(·) or g(·) must hence be instructed explicitly within the adjustment 339 

strategy. Selecting qso90 instead of qba could however lead to increased residual biases for the q variable. 340 

Among 10,368 cases (18 alternatives x 12 sites x 12 months x 4 RCP8.5 simulations), qso90 distributions 341 

are more biased (with respect to qcfsr) than their corresponding qba distribution with a frequency of 69.3 342 

%, and less biased than their corresponding initial qsim distribution with a frequency of 89.5 % (using the 343 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance metric to compare). 344 

 345 

By construction, qso90 values cannot exceed their corresponding qsat values, because the logit 346 

transformation maintains RHba within its mathematical and physical limits [0, 100%]. The converse is 347 

however not true, as the logit transformation used to maintain qba within its mathematical limits [0, 1] 348 

does not necessarily maintain it within its physical limits [0, qsat(T,P)]. This is illustrated in Figure 5, 349 

which shows that supersaturation (RHso90 > 100 %) is generated for all investigated adjustment 350 

techniques (results for Miami are representative of all study sites). Thus, after Figure 4 showed that 351 

preserving the relation f(·) or g(·) requires adjusting three of the involved variables and post-calculating 352 

the fourth one, Figure 5 shows that keeping all variables within meaningful bounds requires including 353 

RH within the three directly adjusted variables. 354 

 355 

3.2. Intra-annual cycle 356 

 357 

The effect of the adjustment techniques on the annual cycle is investigated by visual inspection of its 358 

general shape and of potential month-to-month jumps, a caveat already anticipated by Hewitson et al. 359 

(2014) and illustrated in Gennaretti et al. (2015). Figure 6 shows related results for the RH average annual 360 

cycle at one study site (Iqaluit) over 1981-2010, for the three temporal grouping options crossed with the 361 

three dimensionality options (with activated TP option; to which results are practically insensitive). 362 
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Using annual grouping (Figs. 6a, 6b and 6c) leads to unsatisfactory results regarding the general shape, 363 

as the transfer function (FQM) may link simulated and reference daily values from different moments of 364 

the year. However, Fig. 6b reveals that the shuffling process can take advantage of the respective intra-365 

annual shapes of the master (here T) and the shuffled (here RH) variables to improve the general shape 366 

of the latter. With monthly grouping (Figs. 6d, 6e and 6f), the most striking problem is month-to-month 367 

jumps, particularly severe in Fig. 6d. Jumps stem from the fact that QM cannot adjust the ascending or 368 

descending character of intra-month sequences when the simulation and the reference product differ 369 

thereupon (see for June). Using a moving window (Figs. 6g, 6h and 6i) leaves results devoid of these two 370 

problems (bad cycle shape, and jumps). Qualitative conclusions for RH at Iqaluit are generally 371 

representative of those for other investigated variables and sites. 372 

 373 

It is worth emphasizing that the month-to-month jumps stemming from the monthly temporal grouping 374 

of the days may easily go unnoticed when verifications are performed with monthly averages only. This 375 

is shown in Figure 7, where RH values (from Figs. 6d, 6e and 6f) are further averaged over the days of a 376 

same month; adjusted annual cycles look good from this perspective, which hides the intra-month 377 

ascending or descending prevalent character of the sequences. 378 

 379 

3.3. Inter-annual variability 380 

 381 

The effect of bias adjustment on inter-annual variability is investigated by calculating the standard 382 

deviation (σ) of the 30 intra-month averages over 1981-2010. Figure 8 shows this metric for each 383 

variable, for one study site (Denver), with window grouping and TP (results have rather weak sensitivity 384 

to these options). To estimate the natural variability envelop, the Matlab® bootstrp(·) function has been 385 

used to re-sample the 30 CFSR intra-month averages 10,000 times, and the 1st and 99th percentiles of 386 

resulting σ values were retained (delimiting the grey boxes in Figure 8). Results illustrate that these 387 

techniques, operating on daily indices, do not necessarily adjust year-to-year variability, an effect already 388 

pointed out by Haerter et al. (2011) for a univariate technique. Biases in inter-annual variability are often 389 

reduced with QM-only and eig-QM, but there are cases of deterioration. For shuffled variables (P, RH 390 

and q) in QM-shuf, inter-annual variability is generally flattened (pushed towards zero), because time-391 

exchange of daily elements involves above-average as well as below-average years. Among 1728 cases 392 

(12 sites x 12 months x 3 shuffled variables x 4 RCP8.5 simulations), σ is found {above; within; below} 393 
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the bootstrap envelop with respective frequencies of {22 %; 63 %; 15 %} with the raw simulation, {16 %; 394 

77 %; 7 %} with QM-only, {4 %; 52 %; 43 %} with QM-shuf, and {16 %; 77 %; 7 %} with eig-QM 395 

(apparent differences from sums of 100 % are due to rounding). For the master variable (T) in QM-shuf, 396 

the small perceptible differences with QM-only (Fig. 8a) stem from the same-duration constraint for 397 

calibration/application periods with QM-shuf, which affects the regressions calculation. 398 

 399 

3.4. Inter-variable correlation  400 

 401 

The effect on inter-variable correlations has first been investigated by calculating the Spearman’s (rank) 402 

correlation coefficients (rrank) for all days in a same month-of-the-year over 1981-2010. Figure 9 shows 403 

the results for the pair of variables RH and T, for one study site (Mexico City), with monthly grouping 404 

and without TP (weak sensitivity to these options). Because in this case the metric is perfectly aligned 405 

with how the shuffling procedure works, Figure 9 is merely a verification that QM-shuf leads to a perfect 406 

match with CFSR. For eig-QM however, rrank values are not a priori expected to match perfectly with 407 

those of CFSR, as the procedure acts in a quadrivariate fashion (there is translation, rotation and resizing 408 

of the simulated point cloud, but no reshaping); results illustrate a posteriori that eig-QM generally 409 

results in a fair but imprecise adjustment for pairwise correlations. 410 

 411 

Next, a comparison with an estimate of natural variability has been performed, which required modifying 412 

the verification metric. For each time series involved, the ensemble of the 30 intra-month rrank values was 413 

generated (e.g., rrank for the 31 days of May 1981, rrank for the 31 days of May 1982, and so on up to May 414 

2010), and then the average of these 30 values calculated; analogously to the Section 3.3 situation, the 415 

bootstrap envelop is obtained by re-sampling 10,000 times among the 30 intra-month rrank values, and 416 

retaining the 1st and 99th percentiles of the resulting averages). Results are shown in Figure 10 for 417 

correlations between RH and each of the other variables, for one study site (Mexico City), with window 418 

grouping and TP activated (weak sensitivity to these options). For this example and this verification 419 

metric, large simulated biases are generally improved by multivariate procedures, but there are cases of 420 

deterioration for eig-QM (e.g., October on Fig. 10c). Among 3456 cases (12 sites x 12 months x 6 421 

possible pairs of variables x 4 RCP8.5 simulations), the metric is found {above; within; below} the 422 

bootstrap envelop with respective frequencies of {29 %; 39 %; 33 %} with the raw simulation, {27 %; 423 

40 %; 33 %} with QM-only, {13 %; 69 %; 18 %} with QM-shuf, and {11 %; 74 %; 15 %} with eig-QM 424 
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(apparent differences from sums of 100 % are due to rounding). 425 

 426 

3.5. Lag-1 auto-correlation  427 

 428 

The effect on auto-correlation (AC) is investigated with the Spearman’s (rank) correlation coefficient of 429 

lag 1. Calculations are performed analogously to those presented in Figure 10 for another property, with 430 

intra-month lag-1 AC calculated for each of the 30 instances of a given month-of-the-year over 1981-431 

2010, and with the average subsequently taken. Figure 11 shows results for one site (El Paso), with 432 

window grouping and TP procedure (weak sensitivity to these options). Lag-1 AC values in raw 433 

simulations are roughly preserved by QM-only and eig-QM, whereas for shuffled variables (P, RH and 434 

q) in QM-shuf the values are pushed towards zero. Among 1728 cases (12 sites x 12 months x 3 shuffled 435 

variables x 4 RCP8.5 simulations), the metric is found {above; within; below} the bootstrap envelop 436 

with respective frequencies of {36 %; 50 %; 14 %} with the raw simulation, {34 %; 52 %; 14 %} with 437 

QM-only, {3 %; 10 %; 87 %} with QM-shuf, and {32 %; 55 %; 14 %} with eig-QM (apparent differences 438 

from sums of 100 % are due to rounding). 439 

 440 

To further illustrate the effect of the shuffling on auto-correlation (AC), Figure 12 shows the RH time 441 

series for August 1981 at one site (El Paso), for raw and for adjusted SIM-01, with window grouping and 442 

TP activated. In this fairly representative example, the simulated 31-day segment presents a lag-1 AC 443 

value of 0.66, which changes to 0.64 with QM-only, to 0.01 with QM-shuf, and to 0.48 with eig-QM. 444 

 445 

3.6. Climate change signals  446 

 447 

The level of preservation of the simulated long-term changes is investigated with the so-called Δ (deltas) 448 

from 1981-2010 to 2071-2100. Figure 13 shows results for September Δrel(qba) in function of 449 

corresponding Δrel(qsim) values, with the subscript ‘rel’ referring to relative changes. The justification for 450 

showing Δrel stems from recourse to the logit(·) transformation for q, which implicitly transfers the trend 451 

preservation (TP) effort from the absolute to the relative change; the situation is the same for RH, whereas 452 

for T and P it is the absolute changes that are tentatively preserved by the TP procedure. Figure 13 shows 453 

that Δrel(qsim) is often altered when TP is deactivated, a well-known general potential effect from quantile 454 

mapping. Activating TP generally leads to fair Δrel(qsim) preservation, with limitations for annual 455 
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grouping and multivariate options (Figs. 13b and 13c) as the RMSD between Δrel(qba) and Δrel(qsim) then 456 

does not decrease much (higher RMSD indicates higher discrepancy from the 1:1 ratio line).  457 

 458 

A broader view of the results may be found in Figure 14, which presents the RMSD values for the study’s 459 

main variables (Tba, Pba, RHba, qba, RHso90, qso90). Each panel has its own normalization, with all 216 460 

RMSD values (12 months x 18 techniques) being divided by the maximum among these values. Results 461 

show that the most problematic no-TP situations (darker blue shades) are generally much improved by 462 

activating the TP procedure, except the striking case of Pba when shuffling allows inter-month exchanges 463 

(annual grouping). For RH, the TP procedure does not look effective, but this mostly reflects 464 

perturbations of RMSD values already small even without TP. For q, the panel essentially generalizes 465 

the September situation presented in Figure 13. No simple explanation has been found for why the 466 

problematic QM-shuf / annual grouping combination is pronounced for only one of the three shuffled 467 

variables; reasons possibly involve particularities in annual cycles of recent-past states and Δ’s, as well 468 

as in Δ-to-σ (signal-to-noise) ratios. One interesting feature in Figure 14 is that the TP effect partly carries 469 

over to post-calculated RHso90 ≡ f(Tba, Pba, qba) and qso90 ≡ g(Tba, Pba, RHba) values, possibly due to a 470 

stabilizing effect from Tba. 471 

 472 

4. Summary with concluding remarks  473 

 474 

The central objective of this study was to illustrate the distinction between two problems potentially 475 

involved in the statistical adjustment of climate simulations, namely multivariate biases and physical 476 

inconsistency. A multivariate bias problem occurs when a GCM or a RCM simulation presents inter-477 

variable dependencies that are markedly different from those of a trusted reference (observation-based) 478 

product, if the research purpose requires these dependencies to be realistic. This potential problem 479 

concerns statistical properties that emerge over a very large number of time steps and from the model-480 

as-a-whole (whose formulation is not in isomorphism with real-world physics), and here it has been 481 

monitored with pairwise correlations among temperature (T), pressure (P), specific humidity (q) and 482 

relative humidity (RH). A physical inconsistency problem occurs when a contradiction with a variable’s 483 

definition or with a well-identified element of physics is generated. This potential problem concerns 484 

physics-based expectations at individual time steps, and here it has been monitored with the instantaneous 485 

thermodynamic relationship that links T, P, q and RH.  486 
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 487 

A supplementary objective was to help bias adjustment practitioners in identifying techniques that are 488 

adequate for specific research purposes; this was addressed by working with several typical procedures 489 

combined into 18 alternative techniques, and by investigating several statistical properties aside that 490 

involved in the central objective (inter-variable correlation). Main qualitative conclusions, based on 10 491 

daily simulations at 12 sites across North America, are summarized in Table 3, where each row 492 

corresponds to the situation for either the raw simulation or one of the 18 bias adjustment techniques. 493 

 494 

Regarding the thermodynamic relationship, results show that all investigated techniques break this 495 

instance of physical consistency when applied on simulations that are consistent thereupon (Figure 4). In 496 

particular, two procedures promoted to fix the multivariate bias problem, namely shuffling and 497 

eigenvector-based geometric transformations, have generated physical inconsistency, no matter the 498 

auxiliary decisions on trend preservation and on temporal grouping of the days. Of course there is an 499 

easy solution to this PI problem, which is to adjust only three of the variables and to post-calculate the 500 

fourth one, which amounts to explicitly considering the thermodynamic relationship in the bias 501 

adjustment strategy (note that RH shouldn’t be the post-calculated variable; see Figure 5). In other words, 502 

a sophisticated bias adjustment technique may not be in itself a complete strategy, when the involved 503 

variables are constrained by a specific instantaneous physical link.  504 

 505 

Note that this account opposes arguments from at least two widely held positions. The first position casts 506 

doubt upon legitimacy of bias adjustment in general, advancing as a main argument that it presumably 507 

destroys simulated physical consistency (e.g., Ehret et al., 2012; Chen et al. 2016; Sippel et al., 2016). 508 

Yet, as already stated, no model is fully or holistically consistent with physics, hence there is no such 509 

thing as an automatic destruction of physics as soon as a simulated emerging property is altered. Instead, 510 

a clear instance of contradiction with physics must be identified before raising the specter of physics 511 

destruction. And if a specific relationship can be pointed out, then it should be easy to incorporate it into 512 

the bias adjustment strategy. The second position promotes multivariate procedures, advancing inter alia 513 

the argument that mere univariate adjustment could lead to outputs with inappropriate physical laws or 514 

to inconsistency in underlying model physics (e.g., Cannon et al., 2015; François et al., 2020). Yet, this 515 

is based on a rather vague association between multivariate adjustment possibilities and model physics 516 

(or physics tout court). In fact, it is clear that any alteration to a simulation conceptually disconnects it 517 
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from its generator (the model). But it is difficult to grasp why, in the particular case of multivariate 518 

statistical procedures, such disconnection would amount to a form of reconnection with the model 519 

physics formulation or with any specific physical law. Multivariate techniques add no physics to 520 

simulations, at least not in a reductionist way. And just like a good strategy involving a univariate 521 

technique may preserve a clear instance of physical consistency, a bad strategy involving a multivariate 522 

technique may destroy it.  523 

 524 

One potential advantage of resorting to multivariate techniques is that, when a variable of interest is post-525 

calculated to keep consistency with its directly-adjusted parent variables, its marginal residual biases 526 

could be lower if parent variables are adjusted in a multivariate way. Such advantage has been illustrated 527 

by Zscheischler et al. (2019) for the wet bulb globe temperature, a function of temperature and relative 528 

humidity. It must however be emphasized that in this case, it is not the involved multivariate technique 529 

(MBCn; Cannon, 2018) that brings instantaneous consistency between the variables; it is rather another 530 

piece of the adjustment strategy that plays this role, namely the explicit instruction to respect the function. 531 

 532 

Regarding biases, Table 3 reveals an interesting portrait. Performing adjustment by grouping all days of 533 

the year may lead to unrealistic intra-annual cycles, and grouping them on a monthly basis may lead to 534 

important month-to-month jumps (Figure 6) that go unnoticed through monthly averages (Figure 7); such 535 

caveats are avoided when resorting to a moving window (Themeβl et al., 2012). Inter-annual variability 536 

is not directly targeted for adjustment by the techniques tested in this study, but a posteriori a prevalent 537 

improvement was found for QM-only and eig-QM alternatives. As for QM-shuf, the prevalent flattening 538 

effect expected a priori has been verified (Figure 8). Daily techniques could eventually be subsumed into 539 

the cascade approach proposed by Haerter et al. (2011), which also favors adjustment of inter-annual 540 

intra-month averages. Inter-variable correlation is the hallmark of bivariate QM-shuf (Figure 9), whereas 541 

QM-only essentially keeps the simulated values and quadrivariate eig-QM is shown a posteriori to have 542 

a prevalent improvement effect (Figure 10; for these results it must be recalled that the verification metric 543 

is de-aligned from the exact way the shuffling operates). Finally, simulated auto-correlation was 544 

essentially kept by QM-only and eig-QM alternatives (Figure 11). In contrast, QM-shuf has a prevalent 545 

suppressing effect on auto-correlation (except for the master variable), which is well illustrated by day-546 

to-day sequences (Figure 12). The TP optional procedure generally had a weak effect on the calibration 547 

period’s biases situation, and its general ability to preserve simulated monthly changes (Δ) can fairly be 548 
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granted except when combining QM-shuf or eig-QM with annual grouping (Figures 13 and 14). Note 549 

that there exists a defendable position emphasizing that signal alteration is just a normal consequence of 550 

the quantile-dependent character of the bias (e.g., Gobiet et al., 2015).  551 

 552 

This study was not intended to bring out any better bias adjustment technique. Instead, Table 3 should 553 

be viewed as a helpful chart matching several potential choices with likely effects on the input 554 

simulations. Assuming a preceding careful simulation selection step, this is in line with adequacy-for-555 

purpose thinking (Parker, 2009; Parker, 2020), because procedures are not viewed as valid or not, but 556 

rather as adequate or not in a given context of use. This however does not hinder the identification of 557 

particular difficulties for certain procedures. For example, shuffling does not look good in the context of 558 

bias adjustment. Indeed, for the benefit of adjusting inter-variable correlations, it flattens inter-annual 559 

variability and suppresses auto-correlation, two properties for which climate models often have an 560 

interesting level of success (e.g., Figures 8 and 11). Moreover, resorting to shuffling limits the application 561 

period to the same duration as that of the calibration period, unless one works with multiple blocks (with 562 

conceivable period-to-period jumps, an issue however not investigated in this study). But the most 563 

particular difficulty is arguably that shuffling does not allow inter-variable correlations to evolve over 564 

time, at least not as used in the R2D2 technique (Vrac, 2018) whereas the situation thereupon is unclear 565 

for the MBCn technique (François et al., 2020). This is paradoxical for future climate change studies, as 566 

inter-variable correlations are thus considered important enough to be adjusted, but not important enough 567 

to retain an eventual simulated evolution in this property. Nevertheless, a priori it cannot be ruled out 568 

that shuffling be an adequate procedure for specific end-user purposes. 569 

 570 

Finally, it must be mentioned that the covering of multivariate procedures in this study is not exhaustive. 571 

For example, the dOTC technique recently proposed by Robin et al. (2019) and which extends the QM 572 

concept to more than one dimension by minimizing a cost function, was not included. Idem for the MBCn 573 

technique of Cannon (2018), which combines random geometric rotations and back rotations, a QM 574 

variant and a final shuffling step. Including them would not have changed the way to illustrate the 575 

distinction between the notions of multivariate bias and physical inconsistency, but it would be 576 

interesting to investigate whether these techniques can preserve the T-P-RH-q thermodynamic 577 

relationship without being explicitly instructed to. Also, this study does not have the conceptual scope 578 

covered by Maraun et al. (2017), who advocate for a process-based orientation of bias adjustment. 579 
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Indeed, dynamic meteorological processes are more complex than instantaneous relationships, lying 580 

somewhere between basic prescribed physics elements and long-term emerging properties. 581 
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Appendix A - List of acronyms  595 

 596 

AC   auto-correlation 597 

CFSR   Climate Forecast System Reanalysis 598 

CMIP5   Coupled Model Intercomparison Project - phase 5 599 

CRCM5  Canadian Regional Climate Model - version 5 600 

dOTC   Dynamical Optimal Transport Correction (algorithm) 601 

GCM   global climate model 602 

MBCn   Multivariate Bias Correction with N-dimensional transform (algorithm) 603 

PI   physical inconsistency 604 

QM   quantile mapping 605 

RCM   regional climate model 606 

RCP   Representative Concentration Pathways 607 

R2D2   Rank Resampling for Distributions and Dependences (algorithm) 608 

RH   relative humidity 609 

RMSD   root-mean-square difference 610 

RMSE   root-mean-square error 611 

SIM-x   simulation number x 612 

TP   trend preservation 613 

UTC   Universal Time Coordinated 614 

WMO   World Meteorological Organization 615 

  616 
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Tables  842 

 843 

Table 1: Specifications for simulations used in this study. Expansions for names of modelling institutes and models can be 844 

found at http://www.ametsoc.org/PubsAcronymList. 845 

Code for 

present 

study 

Modelling 

institute 
Model 

Emission 

scenario 
Member 

Spatial resolution 

(latitude x 

longitude) 

Reference 

SIM-01 MIROC MIROC5 RCP 2.6 r1i1p1 1.4008 o x 1.4062 o 

Watanabe et al.  

(2010) 

SIM-02 MIROC MIROC5 RCP 4.5 r1i1p1 1.4008 o x 1.4062 o 

SIM-03 MIROC MIROC5 RCP 6.0 r1i1p1 1.4008 o x 1.4062 o 

SIM-04 MIROC MIROC5 RCP 8.5 r1i1p1 1.4008 o x 1.4062 o 

SIM-05 MRI 
MRI-

CGCM3 
RCP 2.6 r1i1p1 1.1215 o x 1.1250 o 

Yukimoto et al.  

(2012) 

SIM-06 MRI 
MRI-

CGCM3 
RCP 4.5 r1i1p1 1.1215 o x 1.1250 o 

SIM-07 MRI 
MRI-

CGCM3 
RCP 6.0 r1i1p1 1.1215 o x 1.1250 o 

SIM-08 MRI 
MRI-

CGCM3 
RCP 8.5 r1i1p1 1.1215 o x 1.1250 o 

SIM-09 
NOAA-

GFDL 

GFDL-

ESM2G 
RCP 8.5 r1i1p1 2.0225 o x 2.5000 o Dunne et al. (2012) 

SIM-10* Ouranos 
CanESM2 / 

CRCM5 
RCP 8.5 r2i1p1 0.22o ** 

Šeparović et al. (2013) 

Arora et al. (2011) 

* This is the only regional simulation of the ensemble; Ouranos internal identification code is bbi/bbh. 846 

** The CRCM5 grid is rotated relative to meridians and parallels. 847 

  848 
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Table 2: Specifications for study sites. 849 

Site 

WMO station 

ID 

Latitude of 

station 

(oN) 

Longitude of 

station 

(oW) 

Altitude of station 

(m) 

Altitude of CFSR  

nearest grid tile 

(m) 

Miami 72202 25.8 80.4 5 1 

El Paso 72270 31.8 106.4 1197 1314 

Denver 72565 39.9 104.7 1640 1512 

San Francisco 72494 37.6 122.4 3 62 

Mexico City 76679 19.4 99.1 2235 2571 

New Orleans 72231 30.0 90.3 5 -3 

Vancouver 71892 49.2 123.2 4 56 

St-Louis 72434 38.8 90.4 171 158 

Montreal 71627 45.5 73.7 36 10 

St-John's 71801 47.6 52.7 141 30 

Yellowknife 71936 62.5 114.4 206 225 

Iqaluit 71909 63.8 68.6 34 258 

  850 
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Table 3: Synthesis of bias adjustment effects on simulated time series properties for each alternative technique, which is a 851 

combination of a dimensionality option (QM-only, QM-shuf or eig-QM), a temporal grouping option (annual, monthly or 852 

window), and an optional trend preservation procedure that is activated (TP) or not (-). For the PI problem: dark green indicates 853 

respect of the thermodynamic constraint (no PI); and dark red indicates a quasi-guaranteed breaking. For biases: grey indicates 854 

that simulated results are roughly kept; dark green stands for realistic results also expected a priori; light green for prevalent 855 

improvement noticed a posteriori; light red for prevalent deterioration noticed a posteriori; and dark red for clear deterioration 856 

also expected a priori. For long-term changes: grey indicates that simulated changes are roughly kept; and light red stands for 857 

frequent strong alteration noticed a posteriori. Note that for QM-shuf combinations, some red cases concern only the shuffled 858 

variables (here Pba, RHba and qba), whereas results for the master variable (here Tba) are in line with the corresponding QM-859 

only results. 860 

 861 

  862 

bias  

adjustment 

technique  

instantaneous 

thermodynamic 

consistency 

(qba = qso90) 

biases 
monthly 

long-term 

changes 

intra-annual cycle monthly verification metrics 

shape jumps 
inter-annual 

variability 

inter-variable 

correlation 

lag-1  

auto-correlation 

raw simulation        

Q
M

-o
n

ly
 

annual 
TP 

The problem can 

be solved by 

explicitly 

considering the 

thermodynamic 

relationship within 

the bias adjustment 

strategy.   

      

-       
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Figure captions 863 

 864 

Figure 1: Diagram of the connections between the raw simulated (with subscripts ‘sim’) and the bias-865 

adjusted (with either ‘uni’ or ‘multi’ subscripts, referred to by the more general ‘ba’ subscript elsewhere) 866 

variables. The role of the corresponding CFSR variables is implicit in this diagram. The variable qso90 is 867 

post-calculated to be consistent with Tba, Pba and RHba. 868 

 869 

Figure 2: Diagram of the bias adjustment algorithm used in this study, showing the place of each of the 870 

optional decisions. 871 

 872 

Figure 3: General diagram of the variables’ categorization and transformations necessary to prevent bias 873 

adjustment from generating physical inconsistency of the out-of-bound type. Vertical blue bands 874 

represent the potential extension of the empirical distribution. Here variables are referred to by their 875 

conventional GCM or RCM labels, and variables used in this study are highlighted in red (‘tas’ for T, 876 

‘ps’ for P, ‘huss’ for q, and ‘hurs’ for RH). 877 

 878 

Figure 4: Two-dimensional counts for qba and qso90, for one study site (Montreal) and for 9 of the 18 879 

alternative adjustment techniques (TP option is activated). Counts include the ten simulations over the 880 

full application period (1981-2100), for a total of 438,000 time steps. Bin size is 0.25 g/kg x 0.25 g/kg. 881 

Black lines indicate the 1:1 ratio. On each panel, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between qba and 882 

qso90 is provided as a numerical indication of physical inconsistency (departure from the 1:1 ratio). 883 

 884 

Figure 5: Frequency (per mil) and amplitude (%) of supersaturation (SS) occurrences in RHso90, for one 885 

study site (Miami) and for each of the 18 bias adjustment techniques. Each distribution is built from the 886 

SS cases among 438,000 considered time steps (10 simulations over the application period 1981-2100), 887 

with the solid line positioned at the SS frequency (x axis) and extending over the full range of obtained 888 

SS amplitudes (along the y axis), and the empty (or filled) circle representing the 50th (or 90th) percentile. 889 

Lowercase (or uppercase) letters are used to represent the deactivated (or activated) TP option, and the 890 

matching regarding the dimensionality and grouping options is the following: a/A for QM-only and 891 

annual; b/B for QM-shuf and annual; c/C for eig-QM and annual; d/D for QM-only and monthly; e/E for 892 
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QM-shuf and monthly; f/F for eig-QM and monthly; g/G for QM-only and window; h/H for QM-shuf 893 

and window; i/I for eig-QM and monthly. 894 

 895 

Figure 6: RH average annual cycle over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one study site (Iqaluit) 896 

and for 9 of the 18 alternative adjustment techniques (TP option is activated). The black line 897 

(corresponding to the reference product CFSR) and the red lines (each corresponding to one of the 10 898 

raw simulations) are the same for all panels. Each blue line is the adjusted version of a raw simulation. 899 

Tick marks of the x axis indicate the first day of each month. 900 

 901 

Figure 7: RH monthly average over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one study site (Iqaluit), for 902 

raw simulations (red), adjustment with QM-only (blue), adjustment with QM-shuf (green) and 903 

adjustment with eig-QM (purple). Each circle indicates one of the 10 (raw or adjusted) simulations (with 904 

superimposition in adjustment cases). Monthly grouping and TP options are activated. Black lines 905 

represent RH monthly averages for the reference product CFSR. 906 

 907 

Figure 8: Standard deviation (σ) of monthly averages over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one 908 

study site (Denver), for variables: a) T; b) P; c) RH; and d) q. Each circle indicates one of the 10 (raw or 909 

adjusted) simulations, with same color code as in Figure 7. Window grouping and TP options are 910 

activated. Black lines represent CFSR σ values, and grey boxes delimit the 1st and 99th percentiles from 911 

10,000 bootstrapping re-samplings of the 30 CFSR monthly averages. 912 

 913 

Figure 9: Spearman’s (rank) correlation coefficient (rrank) between RH and T, for all days in each month-914 

of-the-year over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one study site (Mexico City). Each circle 915 

indicates one of the 10 (raw or adjusted) simulations, with same color code as in Figure 7. Window 916 

grouping is activated and TP is deactivated. Black lines represent CFSR rrank values. 917 

 918 

Figure 10: Average of the 30 intra-month rrank values over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one 919 

study site (Mexico City), for pairs of variables: a) RH and T; b) RH and P; and c) RH and q. Each circle 920 

indicates one of the 10 (raw or adjusted) simulations, with same color code as in Figure 7. Window 921 

grouping and TP options are activated. Black lines represent CFSR average intra-month rrank values, and 922 
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grey boxes delimit the 1st and 99th percentiles from 10,000 bootstrapping re-samplings of the 30 CFSR 923 

intra-month rrank values. 924 

 925 

Figure 11: Average of the 30 intra-month lag-1 auto-correlation (AC) values over the calibration period 926 

(1981-2010), for one study site (El Paso), for: a) T; b) P; c) RH; and d) q. Each circle indicates one of 927 

the 10 (raw or adjusted) simulations, with same color code as in Figure 7. Window grouping and TP 928 

options are activated. Black lines represent CFSR average intra-month lag-1 AC values, and grey boxes 929 

delimit the 1st and 99th percentiles from 10,000 bootstrapping re-samplings of the 30 CFSR intra-month 930 

lag-1 AC values. 931 

 932 

Figure 12: RH time series (at 12 UTC each day) for August 1981 at one site (El Paso), for raw SIM-01 933 

and after different adjustments (window grouping and TP options activated in each case). 934 

 935 

Figure 13: Relative long-term changes for September average specific humidity after adjustment, 936 

Δrel(qba), in function of corresponding simulated changes, Δrel(qsim). Each panel contains 120 red symbols 937 

for adjustment with activated TP, and 120 blue symbols for adjustment without this procedure (12 sites 938 

x 10 simulations). Relative changes follow the general form [Δrel(q) ≡ 100(q(2071-2100) – q(1981-2010)) 939 

/ q(1981-2010)], in units of [% (90 yr)-1]. Black lines indicate the 1:1 proportion, and printed root-mean-940 

square differences (RMSD) are calculated over pairs of corresponding Δrel(qba) and Δrel(qsim) values. 941 

 942 

Figure 14: Root-mean-square differences (RMSD) over 120 pairs of corresponding bias-adjusted and 943 

raw simulated 1981-2010-to-2071-2100 change (Δ or Δrel) values (12 sites x 10 simulations), for 944 

variables a) Tba; b) Pba; c) RHba; d) qba; e) RHso90; and f) qso90; and for all months (panel columns) and 945 

techniques (panel rows). Blue-shade upper-left (or red-shade lower-right) triangles correspond to 946 

technique without (or with) the trend preservation (TP) procedure. Labels ‘a’, ‘m’ and ‘w’ refer to annual, 947 

monthly and window grouping options, respectively. For each panel, RMSD values are presented as the 948 

fraction (white for 0 to 0.1, darker shade for 0.9 to 1) of the maximum of the 240 involved values. An 949 

empty (or filled) black dot indicates the associated with-TP RMSD value is larger than half its 950 

corresponding no-TP value (or larger than the corresponding no-TP value). 951 

  952 
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Figures 953 

 954 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of the connections between the raw simulated (with subscripts ‘sim’) and the bias-955 

adjusted (with either ‘uni’ or ‘multi’ subscripts, referred to by the more general ‘ba’ subscript elsewhere) 956 

variables. The role of the corresponding CFSR variables is implicit in this diagram. The variable qso90 is 957 

post-calculated to be consistent with Tba, Pba and RHba. 958 
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 960 

 

Figure 2: Diagram of the bias adjustment algorithm used in this study, showing the place of each of the 961 

optional decisions. 962 

  963 
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 964 

 

Figure 3: General diagram of the variables’ categorization and transformations necessary to prevent bias 965 

adjustment from generating physical inconsistency of the out-of-bound type. Vertical blue bands 966 

represent the potential extension of the empirical distribution. Here variables are referred to by their 967 

conventional GCM or RCM labels, and variables used in this study are highlighted in red (‘tas’ for T, 968 

‘ps’ for P, ‘huss’ for q, and ‘hurs’ for RH). 969 
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 971 

 

Figure 4: Two-dimensional counts for qba and qso90, for one study site (Montreal) and for 9 of the 18 972 

alternative adjustment techniques (TP option is activated). Counts include the ten simulations over the 973 

full application period (1981-2100), for a total of 438,000 time steps. Bin size is 0.25 g/kg x 0.25 g/kg. 974 

Black lines indicate the 1:1 ratio. On each panel, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between qba and 975 

qso90 is provided as a numerical indication of physical inconsistency (departure from the 1:1 ratio). 976 
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 978 

 

Figure 5: Frequency (per mil) and amplitude (%) of supersaturation (SS) occurrences in RHso90, for one 979 

study site (Miami) and for each of the 18 bias adjustment techniques. Each distribution is built from the 980 

SS cases among 438,000 considered time steps (10 simulations over the application period 1981-2100), 981 

with the solid line positioned at the SS frequency (x axis) and extending over the full range of obtained 982 

SS amplitudes (along the y axis), and the empty (or filled) circle representing the 50th (or 90th) percentile. 983 

Lowercase (or uppercase) letters are used to represent the deactivated (or activated) TP option, and the 984 

matching regarding the dimensionality and grouping options is the following: a/A for QM-only and 985 

annual; b/B for QM-shuf and annual; c/C for eig-QM and annual; d/D for QM-only and monthly; e/E for 986 

QM-shuf and monthly; f/F for eig-QM and monthly; g/G for QM-only and window; h/H for QM-shuf 987 

and window; i/I for eig-QM and monthly. 988 
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 990 

 

Figure 6: RH average annual cycle over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one study site (Iqaluit) 991 

and for 9 of the 18 alternative adjustment techniques (TP option is activated). The black line 992 

(corresponding to the reference product CFSR) and the red lines (each corresponding to one of the 10 993 

raw simulations) are the same for all panels. Each blue line is the adjusted version of a raw simulation. 994 

Tick marks of the x axis indicate the first day of each month. 995 
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 997 

 

Figure 7: RH monthly average over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one study site (Iqaluit), for 998 

raw simulations (red), adjustment with QM-only (blue), adjustment with QM-shuf (green) and 999 

adjustment with eig-QM (purple). Each circle indicates one of the 10 (raw or adjusted) simulations (with 1000 

superimposition in adjustment cases). Monthly grouping and TP options are activated. Black lines 1001 

represent RH monthly averages for the reference product CFSR. 1002 
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 1004 

 

Figure 8: Standard deviation (σ) of monthly averages over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one 1005 

study site (Denver), for variables: a) T; b) P; c) RH; and d) q. Each circle indicates one of the 10 (raw or 1006 

adjusted) simulations, with same color code as in Figure 7. Window grouping and TP options are 1007 

activated. Black lines represent CFSR σ values, and grey boxes delimit the 1st and 99th percentiles from 1008 

10,000 bootstrapping re-samplings of the 30 CFSR monthly averages. 1009 
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 1011 

 

Figure 9: Spearman’s (rank) correlation coefficient (rrank) between RH and T, for all days in each month-1012 

of-the-year over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one study site (Mexico City). Each circle 1013 

indicates one of the 10 (raw or adjusted) simulations, with same color code as in Figure 7. Window 1014 

grouping is activated and TP is deactivated. Black lines represent CFSR rrank values. 1015 
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 1017 

 

Figure 10: Average of the 30 intra-month rrank values over the calibration period (1981-2010), for one 1018 

study site (Mexico City), for pairs of variables: a) RH and T; b) RH and P; and c) RH and q. Each circle 1019 

indicates one of the 10 (raw or adjusted) simulations, with same color code as in Figure 7. Window 1020 

grouping and TP options are activated. Black lines represent CFSR average intra-month rrank values, and 1021 

grey boxes delimit the 1st and 99th percentiles from 10,000 bootstrapping re-samplings of the 30 CFSR 1022 

intra-month rrank values. 1023 
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 1025 

 

Figure 11: Average of the 30 intra-month lag-1 auto-correlation (AC) values over the calibration period 1026 

(1981-2010), for one study site (El Paso), for: a) T; b) P; c) RH; and d) q. Each circle indicates one of 1027 

the 10 (raw or adjusted) simulations, with same color code as in Figure 7. Window grouping and TP 1028 

options are activated. Black lines represent CFSR average intra-month lag-1 AC values, and grey boxes 1029 

delimit the 1st and 99th percentiles from 10,000 bootstrapping re-samplings of the 30 CFSR intra-month 1030 

lag-1 AC values. 1031 
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 1033 

 

Figure 12: RH time series (at 12 UTC each day) for August 1981 at one site (El Paso), for raw SIM-01 1034 

and after different adjustments (window grouping and TP options activated in each case). 1035 
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 1037 

 

Figure 13: Relative long-term changes for September average specific humidity after adjustment, 1038 

Δrel(qba), in function of corresponding simulated changes, Δrel(qsim). Each panel contains 120 red symbols 1039 

for adjustment with activated TP, and 120 blue symbols for adjustment without this procedure (12 sites 1040 

x 10 simulations). Relative changes follow the general form [Δrel(q) ≡ 100(q(2071-2100) – q(1981-2010)) 1041 

/ q(1981-2010)], in units of [% (90 yr)-1]. Black lines indicate the 1:1 proportion, and printed root-mean-1042 

square differences (RMSD) are calculated over pairs of corresponding Δrel(qba) and Δrel(qsim) values. 1043 
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 1045 

 

Figure 14: Root-mean-square differences (RMSD) over 120 pairs of corresponding bias-adjusted and raw simulated 1981-1046 

2010-to-2071-2100 change (Δ or Δrel) values (12 sites x 10 simulations), for variables a) Tba; b) Pba; c) RHba; d) qba; e) RHso90; 1047 

and f) qso90; and for all months (panel columns) and techniques (panel rows). Blue-shade upper-left (or red-shade lower-right) 1048 

triangles correspond to technique without (or with) the trend preservation (TP) procedure. Labels ‘a’, ‘m’ and ‘w’ refer to 1049 

annual, monthly and window grouping options, respectively. For each panel, RMSD values are presented as the fraction 1050 

(white for 0 to 0.1, darker shade for 0.9 to 1) of the maximum of the 240 involved values. An empty (or filled) black dot 1051 

indicates the associated with-TP RMSD value is larger than half its corresponding no-TP value (or larger than the 1052 

corresponding no-TP value). 1053 
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